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In New York City, at a prestigious school, Pepper runs the social media account of Big
League Burger. Big League Burger is a fast food restaurant run by Pepper’s family. A
tweet was sent out by a smaller restaurant called Girl Cheesing. The tweet states that
Big League Burger had stolen a family recipe from their restaurant. This causes a big
feud between the two businesses. Jack is one of Pepper’s classmates, he was the one
who sent out a tweet to Big League Burger. Since that tweet on Twitter, Jack’s family
restaurant's Twitter account has gotten recognized. This feud between the two
businesses gets so big that it is known by most people around the world. But before the
Twitter war started, Jack and Pepper find out that they each are running the Twitter
accounts of their parents' restaurants and they use it to their advantage. As things seem
to settle, more drama occurs in the book.

The book Tweet Cute, by Emma Lord, is an astonishing book. The characters were all
relatable and understanding of others. While reading the book, there were many funny
moments. Since reading Tweet Cute, it is now one of my favorite books. The multiple
events had me build up more and more excitement throughout reading. This book also
included some romance, the main genre is fiction though. Some parts in the book
include foul language, so beware when you’re reading. I had multiple laughs and
shocked expressions while reading. If you want to read a book with drama, excitement,
amusement, this book is for you! I highly recommend Tweet Cute, by Emma Lord. 
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